
Abstract

This PhD thesis, after a brief introductory historical exposé of water use (not 

only) in our territory and related sources of law focuses on decision making and 

processes in water use in contemporary Czech legislation. The topic is divided into 

three blocks, relating to integrated water management procedures, a general

measure of water law and other acts pursuant to the Water Act. The introduction

precedes the chapter on system of water authorities, which are crucially involved in 

the exercise of state administration under the Water Act. PhD thesis points to the

split competence of the four central ministries (agriculture, environment, transport, 

defense) as a central water authorities and the other "residual" powers of municipal

authorities of municipalities with extended powers as water authorities. The chapter 

on water management offices is also engaged in the scope of municipal and regional 

authorities and military domains office, as well as the recently canceled water

authorities in charge of municipal authorities.

The water management is the administrative proceedings on matters within the

Water Act. Administrative bodies (mostly water authorities) there follow the

Administrative Code, or in the case of water works and water management

arrangements of the Building Act, if the Water Act, which in relation to the cited

regulation acts as a lex specialis, unless something else. The Water Act contains 

a number of deviations from the Administrative Code, which are described in the 

work and also evaluated both in terms of justification in relation to the 

Administrative Code with the potential for minimizing deviating special regulations, 

both is stated the aspect of their relevance to the needs of water management

practice. Practically, a number of procedural rules are presented on the example

probably the most common type of decision issued by the water management in

which a permit for water use. PhD thesis is also suspended for basic water law

institute, which is precisely the use of water, and among other things, with

references to legislation in some other countries.

The Water Act had the latest after receipt of the Administrative Code of 2004

to respond also to the fact that certain acts of administrative authorities (water 
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authorities) may not even be in by the water management decision, or regulation.

Measures of a general nature as an act defined as the subject specific (individually) 

and what the recipients are generally within the water rights of an ideal type of act 

for such operations of water authorities, such as regulation, restriction or banning

the general use of surface water (swimming, skating , watering cattle, etc.) or the 

determination of the protective zones of water sources or water works, etc. In these

cases, the water authority establishes or revokes a particular right or imposes 

certain obligations to indeterminable group of persons (f.e. to anyone who wanted 

to go swimming in the reference section of surface water). Despite recent

developments in case law for assessing the general measure of the material terms 

the Water Act inclined from 1.8.2010 in favor of an explicit definition of the form of 

selected operations as a general measure, if in the legislature filled the measure of 

a general character. Yet today, shows that in some respects, this approach could be

more consistent and perhaps even more aggressive in terms of application of

general measures in water law, although existing rules on general measures in the 

water law is due to significant deviations from the process of his extradition under

administrative Code adopted in order to increase flexibility and its effective

application in water management practice some critics.

Dissertation concludes passage devoted to other types of acts or processes 

under the Water Act, aimed at fulfilling the purpose of water law and water policy 

other than as permitted by law, decisions or actions of a general nature issued 

under the Water Act. The binding position of the water authority represents a group 

of acts which are consequential subsumed by follow-up administrative acts and acts 

only through them to their addressees. Approval of the water authority is needed for 

those buildings, facilities or activities which do not require authorization under the 

Water Act, which may affect the water regime. It is characterized by that it may 

have, as a form of administrative decisions in (water management) proceedings, 

and form the binding opinion of the water authority, which in this case, in a kind of 

special to generally enacted binding opinion replaces as an institute designed to 

exhaustively listed building, facility or activity binding opinion of the water authority. 

Statement of the water authority's intention to place, perform, modify, or remove 

the building or equipment or perform other activities, if such a plan may affect water 
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conditions, potential energy, the quality or quantity of surface water or 

groundwater, now generally corresponds to the preliminary information provided in 

the Administrative Code, while ago (like today for example in the Slovak legislation) 

it was (unwelcome often do) the need to accompany any major investment project. 

This is indeed the direction in which the future could be with regard to the 

importance of prevention, precaution and sustainable use of water re-inspire our 

legislation, in which the water authority in issuing statements on a specific plan fills 

in the position of knowledgeable expert role rather information or advice 

(instruction), than such statement was a necessary condition for the implementation 

of some activities.

By the Water Act offered variety of decisions and other processes in the field of 

water use is quite varied. The aim of this work was to present the offer to 

alternative processes, including decisions not only to users of surface water or 

groundwater. The aim was also to reflect on some partial issues eventually, or 

alternatively suggest or recommend their new or by a historical and international

experience inspired legislation.
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